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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the fundamental issues being investigated by Florida Institute of
of Technology (F.I.T.)
(F.I.T.) to
to implement
implement the
the
technology of smart structural systems for DoD, NASA, and commercial applications. Embedded sensors and actuators
controlled by processors can provide a modification of the
the mechanical
mechanical characteristics
characteristics of
of composite
composite structures
structures to
to produce
produce
smart structures1'"3.
structures1 -3.Recent
Recentadvances
advances in
in material
material science
science have
have spurred
spurred the
thedevelopment
development and
and use
use of
of composite
composite materials
materials in
in aa
wide range of applications from rotocraft blades and advanced tactical fighter aircraft to undersea and aerospace structures.
advantages of
ofan
an increased
increasedstrength
strength-to-weight
number of
of
Along with the advantages
-to- weight ratio,
ratio, the
the use
use of
of these
these materials
materials has raised a number
far enough
enough in
questions related to understanding their failure mechanisms. Also, being able to predict structural failures far
and to
to provide
provide real
real-time
monitoring has
has become
becomeaarealistic
realisticpossibility.
advance to prevent them and
-time structural health and damage monitoring
possibility.
Unfortunately, conventional sensors, actuators, and digital processors, although highly developed and well proven for
for other
other
systems,
systems, may
may not
not be best suited for most smart structure applications.
applications. Our research has concentrated on few-mode
few -modeand
and
polarimetric single-fiber
single -fiberstrain
strainsensors4"7
sensors44 and optically activated shape memory alloy (SMA)
(SMA) actuators
actuators controlled
controlled by
by
artificial
few-mode
artificial neural processors. We have constructed and characterized both few
-mode and
and polarimetric
polarimetric sensors for a variety of
fiber types, including standard single
single-mode,
-mode, high-birefringence
high -birefringencepolarization
polarizationpreserving,
preserving, and
and low-birefringence
low- birefringencepolarization
polarization
insensitive fibers.
and have
have demonstrated
demonstrated active
active phase
phase
fibers. We have investigated signal processing techniques for these sensors and
tracking for the high- and low
low-birefringence
of an
an electrooptic
electrooptic
- birefringencepolarimetric
polarimetric sensors
sensors through
through the
the incorporation into the system of
modulator designed and fabricated at F.I.T.. We have also started the design and testing of neural network architectures for
processing the sensor signal outputs to calculate strain magnitude and actuator control
control signals for simple structures.
1. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
1.

A generic
1. Optical fiber sensors
generic smart structure system is illustrated in Figure 1.
sensors are typically configured into an array to
monitor the desired spatial locations in the structure and
and are
are addressed
addressed either
either in
in parallel
parallel or
or by
by time,
time, frequency,
frequency, or
or other
other
multiplexing techniques. The sensors are connected to an optical and electronic interface that
that monitors
monitors the
the variation
variation in
in sensor
sensor
output produced by
by the time varying strain.
strain. The optical intensity
intensity changes
changes are
are converted
converted into
into electrical
electrical signals
signals and
and input
input to
to aa
processor unit where they are converted into absolute strain
strain values.
values. If
If the
the system
system isis designed
designed to
to react
react as
as well
well as
as sense,
sense, then
then
the processor calculates, using appropriate control algorithms,
algorithms, the
the signals
signals to
to be
be sent
sent to
to embedded
embedded actuators,
actuators, which
which
of the structure. In this way, vibrations, for
subsequently modify the mechanical characteristics of
for example,
example, can
can be
be damped
damped out
out
and the structural integrity monitored. Our research addresses
addresses the
the strain
strain sensor,
sensor, actuator,
actuator, and
and processor
processor to
to be
be used
used in
in these
these
systems.
SMART
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Our smart
smart structures
structuresresearch
researchaddresses
addressesfiber
fiber-optic
Figure 1. Our
-optic sensors and SMA
SMAactuators
actuators embedded
embedded in
in composites
compositesand
andaaneural
neural
actuators to
to provide
provide aa modification
modification of
ofthe
the structural
structural
network processor
processor to implement the control algorithms and drive the actuators
characteristics.
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single-fiber
few-mode
Our research approach has concentrated
-mode and polarimetric
polarimetríc single
-fiber strain
strain sensors,
sensors, and
and optically activated shape
on few
concentrated on
memory alloy (SMA) actuators controlled by artificial neural
neural processors.
processors. In
In developing
developing our
our approach
approach we
we have evaluated
evaluated and
and
traded
-offdevices
devicesand
andtechniques
techniques for
for use
use in
in smart
smart structures,
structures, first
first evaluating
evaluating proven
proven conventional
conventional techniques to determine if
traded-off
newer methods are needed and what advantages they provide.
provide. The devices conventionally used for control of structures include
include
resistive strain gauges and piezoelectric or motor actuators controlled by digital processors. Because of the unique
mechanical, material,
material, electrical,
electrical, and
and response
response time
time considerations,
considerations, the
the new
new approaches
approaches being
being investigated
investigated may better lend
mechanical,
themselves to embedded sensing and actuating for the applications being examined.
Fiber
-opticsensors,
sensors,unlike
unlikeelectrical
electricalstrain
straingauges,
gauges,can
canbe
bereadily
readilyembedded
embeddedinto
intographite
graphiteepoxy
epoxy and
and other
other composite
composite
Fiber-optic
materials during
during manufacture
manufacture to
to optimize
optimize the
the manufacturing
manufacturing process
process and
and can
canbe
be used
used to
to continuously
continuously monitor
monitor the
the health
health of
of
materials
resultant assembled
assembled vehicle
vehicle or platform when used in conjunction with data links.
links. Embedded
Embedded fiber-optic
fiber -optic sensors
sensorscan
can
the resultant
real-time
which real
in which
produce "smart structures" in
-time sensing of structural
structural conditions is accomplished by a distributed sensor system
real-time
an integral component of the system. Data output from the sensors also allows real
-time structural control when used
that is an
actuators. Since fiber-optic
fiber -opticsensors
sensorsare
aresensitive
sensitivealong
alongtheir
theirtotal
totallength,
length, itit isis possible
possible to
to process
process the
the sensor
sensor
with embedded actuators.
signal output
output and
and extract,
extract, in
in real
real time,
time, an
an indication
indication of
of the
the structural
structural conditions
conditions at
at any
any and
and all
all points
points along
along the
the fiber
fiber path.
path.
signal
centimeters
of centimeters
can be from
from centimeters to tens of kilometers, pinpointing the location of measurement to an accuracy of
This can
less using
using time,
time, frequency, or polarization domain reflectometry.
reflectometry. Of the various
various sensor architectures, we have concentrated
or less
on the single-fiber
single -fiber few-mode
few -modeand
andpolarimetric-type
polarimetric -typeinterferometric
interferometric sensors .

themselves to
to embedding into composite materials and can
Shape memory metal actuators, like optical fibers, also lend themselves
the
as the
such as
SM As such
of SMAs
provide either a distributed or discrete actuation, unlike conventional actuators. In the past, the use of
titanium alloy, NITINOL, for actuators has been restricted to simple structures usually with an electrical control
nickel titanium
all -or -noneresponse
responseand
andusually
usuallyused
usedfor
forsimple
simpleproblems.
problems.Our
Ourapproach
approachisistotouse
useaapulsed
pulsedoptical
optical
producing a nonlinear all-or-none
excitation transmitted through embedded optical fibers and appropriate control techniques for the excitation signal to gain a
smooth
control of the SMA.
SMA. A more sophisticated
sophisticated control
control method
method isis based
based on
on the
the biological
biological analog.
analog. With
With aa parallel
parallel
smooth linear control
of
smooth control of
fiber-optic
-optic sensors
sensors in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with the actuators, we can achieve smooth
approach using not only SMA but fiber
distributed SMA segments.
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Figure 2. The
processors for
for smart structures.

The processor used for smart systems must process the sensor output and then generate the appropriate signals for the
actuators to control the structure.
structure. For
For sophisticated
sophisticated smart
smart structures
structures where
where sensing
sensingand
and actuation
actuation may
may be
be distributed
distributed over
over
large areas or consist of dozens to thousands of discrete elements, this task is computationally intensive and time
consuming. Artificial neural networks offer an opportunity to implement a massively parallel computational architecture
the
learnsthe
networklearns
neuralnetwork
Theneural
system. The
the system.
of the
managing the complexity of
with its attendant reduction in processing time while managing
correct "algorithms" by example during training and is usually able to generalize to untrained inputs after training is
fiber-optic
the fiber
are the
network are
completed. This
This is illustrated in Figure 2. The inputs to the neural network
-optic sensor signal outputs, and the
completed.
neural network
network outputs
outputs are
are the
the control
control signals
signals for the
the laser
laser diodes
diodes illuminating
illuminating the
the SMA
SMA actuators.
actuators. The true advantage
advantage of
of
neural
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patterns
signalpatterns
sensorsignal
complexsensor
analyze complex
to analyze
capability to
its capability
in its
both in
lies both
structures lies
smart structures
like smart
neural networks for an application like
three-layer
the three
For the
actuators. For
the actuators.
for the
signal for
control signal
and its speed in generating the appropriate
-layer networks
networks typically used, after
appropriate control
off
-linetraining,
training, the
theprocessing
processing speed
speed for aa calculation
calculation is
is just
just three
three gate
gate delays.
delays. This
This results
results in a total processing time of a
off-line
few tens of nanoseconds for TTL-type
TTL -type devices.
devices. Artificial
Artificial neural
neuralnetworks
networksare
areespecially
especiallygood
goodat
at detecting
detecting and
and analyzing
analyzing
sensors.
fiber-optic
few-mode
andfew
polarimetricand
bypolarimetric
producedby
-mode fiber
-optic sensors.
typeproduced
the type
to the
similar to
signal patterns similar
PROCESSING
SIGNAL PROCESSING
AND SIGNAL
SENSORS AND
FIBER-OPTIC
2.
2. FIBER
-OPTIC SENSORS
sensors
few-mode
and few
2.1. Polarimetric
-mode strain sensors
Polarimetric and
2.1.
Interferometric fiber
-optic strain
strain sensors
sensors are very sensitive, some measuring to a thousandth of a microstrain, which makes
fiber-optic
and
them ideal for many applications. Drawbacks associated with the use of conventional architectures such as Michaelson and
increased
sensitivity, increased
Mach
- Zhenderresult
resultfrom
fromthe
theneed
needfor
fortwo
two optical
optical paths
paths (fibers)
(fibers) and
and include
include extreme
extreme temperature sensitivity,
Mach-Zhender
system complexity, and the need to isolate one arm. Modified versions of these architectures, the few-mode
few -modesensor
sensorand
andthe
the
system
polarimetric sensor, require only one optical fiber and are much less affected
affected by
by temperature
temperature changes
changes while
while retaining
retaining
microstrain sensitivity.
few -modesensor^"13,
sensor8-13, an
an optical
optical fiber
fiber designed for single-mode
single -modeoperation
operationatataaparticular
particular wavelength,
wavelength, e.g.,
e.g., 820 nm,
nm, is
is
In the few-mode
will
modes will
two modes
case two
this case
In this
illuminated
illuminated with light at a lower wavelength, such as light from a helium neon laser at 632 nm. In
one-phase
withone
fiberwith
thefiber
traversesthe
mode)traverses
singlemode)
polarizedsingle
(linearpolarized
LP01 (linear
The LP01
-phase
mode. The
single mode.
of aa single
instead of
propagate in the fiber instead
velocity and the second, the LP11
LP11 mode, traverses the fiber with a different velocity.
velocity. The two modes, upon exiting the fiber,
fiber,
are allowed to interfere. As the fiber is strained, the relative phase
phase between
between the
the two
two modes
modes varies,
varies, and
and thus
thus the
the intensity
intensity of
of
phase
systemisisatatphase
thesystem
whenthe
producedwhen
are produced
light are
of light
lobes of
intensity lobes
equal intensity
two equal
general, two
the output interference pattern varies. In
In general,
quadrature. As the fiber is strained and the relative phase of the two modes
modes varies
varies at
at the
the output,
output, the intensity distribution
distribution of
of
two -lobepattern
patternvaries,
varies,with
withfirst,
first,one
onelobe
lobe getting
gettingbrighter
brighterwhile
whilethe
theother
othergrows
grows dimmer,
dimmer, and
and then
then reversing.
reversing. In
In
the two-lobe
monitoring the
the intensity
intensity of each lobe, a sinusoidal variation in light intensity with increasing strain, with each lobe being
monitoring
180 degrees
degrees out
out of
of phase
phase with
with the
the other,
other, is
is observed up
up to
to moderate
moderate strain
strain levels.
levels. At
At higher
higher strain levels,
levels, the pattern is found
found
180
to rotate as well.

type, we interfere two optical beams propagating
sensor14"19.
-19. In this type,
polarimetric sensor14
the polarimetric
Another promising strain sensor isis the
few-mode
-mode sensor,
sensor, both
both beams
beams are
are LP01
LP01but
but have
havepolarizations
polarizations oriented
oriented 90 degrees with
with
down a single fiber. Unlike the few
preferred
two preferred
has two
fiber has
This fiber
high-birefringence
experiments, high
-birefringence bipolarization fiber has been used. This
respect to each other. In most experiments,
constant
with constant
propagate with
of refraction. Light polarized parallel to either axis will propagate
polarization axes, each with a different index of
polarization, but with different velocities.
velocities. When we input
input linearly
linearly polarized
polarized light
lightoriented
orientedat
atan
an angle
angle of
of45
45 degrees
degrees to
to these
these
polarization,
the fiber
Strain on the
of the light propagates along both axes simultaneously. Strain
two axes (or circularly polarized), a component of
in a changing phase delay between the two beams
beams at the
the output.
output. By
By measuring
measuring the
the light
light output
output through
through aa polarizing
polarizing
results in
The
change. The
analyzer oriented at an angle of 45 degrees to these two axes, the phase change is converted into an amplitude change.
has
sensor has
polarimetric sensor
The polarimetric
output light intensity varies sinusoidally between zero and a maximum with varying strain. The
advantages over the few-mode
few -mode sensor
sensor in
in that
that itit isis more
more sensitive,
sensitive, its
its spatial
spatial pattern
pattern isis circularly
circularly symmetric,
symmetric, and
and its
its
levels.
strain levels.
well-behaved,
are well
characteristics are
-behaved, even at high strain

processing
signal processing
2.2. Sensor
Sensor signal
2.2.

variations
converts variations
which converts
system, which
signal processing system,
system component is the signal
In addition
addition to the sensor itself, another critical system
the
on the
depends on
chosen depends
of techniques have been developed. The method chosen
in light intensity to values of strain. A variety of
output
and output
determine and
to determine
want to
might want
particular sensor configuration and fiber type used. In a generic system application, we might
strain-the strain measured and might wish to also use this value for control or warning purposes. For polarimetric strain
processing, we need to process an electrical signal
signal that
that varies
varies as
as the
the sine
sine squared
squared of
of the
the strain.
strain. This
This implies
implies
measurement processing,
that for a particular intensity signal level there are an infinite number of strain
strain values
values with
with this
this same intensity level.
level. A
method to get around this problem is active phase tracking.
the
where the
amplifier where
an amplifier
to an
goes to
of the sensor photodiode goes
for example, the output of
In the Mach Zhender interferometric sensor, for
control
to control
used to
signal is
is compared
compared to
to aa preset
preset reference corresponding to the intensity quadrature point. The output then is used
signal
in
varies in
intensity varies
light intensity
optical phase
phase out
out of an electrooptic device at the optical input to the fiber reference leg. As the light
the optical
compensating
provide aa compensating
response to changing strain or temperature, the voltage level to the electrooptic device is varied to provide
opposite change
change in
in optical
optical phase.
phase. Thus,
Thus, the light intensity
intensity and
and the
the resultant
resultant photodetector
photodetector output
output signal
signal will
will remain
remain at the
the
opposite
quadrature value,
value, but
but the signal input to the electrooptic device will now
now vary
vary linearly
linearly with the strain. We have thus
quadrature
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monotonic linear
linear signal
signal proportional
proportional to
to the
the strain.
strain. As
As discussed
discussedbelow,
below,we
we
converted a sinusoidally varying signal into aa monotonic
have demonstrated this in our labs for two types of polarimetric sensors ..
2.3. Polarimetric
Polarimetric fiber
sensor results
results
2.3.
fiber strain sensor

In characterizing the performance of the high
high-birefringence
-birefringencepolarimetric
polarimetricsensor,
sensor, the
the experimental
experimental system
system shown in Figure 33
was implemented.
20X Objective
Objective
20X
Quarter Wave
Wave Plate
Plate
Quarter
He-Ne
He -Ne Laser
Laser

L

Resistive
Resistive Strain
Strain Gauge
Gauge
/

Analyser
Analyser

Photodiode
Photodiode

Lens

Wheatstone
Bridge
Wheatstone Bridge
Optical
Fiber
Optical Fiber

Optical Power
Power
Optical
Meter
Meter

Figure 3.
3. Strain
Strain measurements
measurements made
made on cantilevered beam
The system consists of a cantilevered beam subject to static
static loading
loading at
at the
the free
free end.
end. Light
Light from
from a linearly polarized heliumhelium quarter-wave
types of
of fiber
fiber were
wereused
usedinin
neon laser is first passed through aa quarter
-wave plate and then focused into the fiber. Two types
performing the experiments, high- and lowlow-birefringent
of the
birefringent fibers.
fibers. Both
Both fibers were epoxied onto the surface of
the cantilevered
cantilevered
beam. An analyzing polarizer was placed at 45 degrees to the fiber axes, and a lens was used to focus the emerging
emerging beam
onto a photodiode. A resistive strain gauge was also attached to the cantilevered beam at the point of
of maximum strain. As
the cantilevered beam was subject to a variable static load, the optical intensity and strain were recorded. Figures 4 and 5
low-birefringence
show the measured values of intensity versus strain for high- and lowbirefringence types
types of fiber.
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These results show that the lowlow-birefringence
birefringence fiber,
fiber, as
as used
used in
in our
our configuration,
configuration, has
has aa sensitivity
sensitivity of 14,000
microstrain/fringe. This would indicate that active phase tracking would not be necessary over
over aa range
range of
of7,000
7,000 microstrain
microstrain
the quadrature
quadrature point
(one half fringe), although having the capability for phase shifting allows one to position the curve at the
strain values.
values. Figure
Figure 4,
4, for
for the
the highhigh-birefringence
for equal positive and negative strain
birefringence fiber, clearly shows
shows the
the higher
higher sensitivity
sensitivity
high-birefringent
microstrain/fringe
of the high
-birefringent fiber sensor, 236 microstrain
/fringe compared to 14,000 microstrain
/fringe. The resistive strain
microstrain/fringe.
strain
gauge failed at a strain value of 0.4% while the fiber
fiber-optic
-optic sensor
sensorkept
keptproviding
providingaccurate
accurate data.
data. Since
Since the
the polarimetric
polarimetric sensor
sensor
signals have a sinusoidal pattern, a signal processing technique must be used to extract the linear strain information from the
of the sensor system setup. Here we have replaced the quarter
quarter-wave
optical sensor. Figure 6 is a block diagram of
-wave plate
plate of
of
Figure 3 with an EO modulator driven by an error voltage generated by the drive electronics.
Fixed end of beam
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Figure 6.
6. Polarimetric
Polarimetricsensor
sensorwith
with EO
EO polarization
polarizationmodulation
modulation for
active phase tracking
tracking
Figure
for active
In this configuration the intensity of the output beam is detected via a photodetector. This intensity level
level isis then
then compared
compared
to the quadrature
quadrature intensity.
intensity. If there is a difference between
between the quadrature
quadrature and
and detected
detected intensities,
intensities, an
an error
error signal
signal isis generated
generated
by the drive electronics that is then used to drive the EO modulator in a direction to compensate
compensate for
for the
the intensity
intensity difference.
difference.
The error signal used in driving the EO modulator is then a linear function
function of strain.
strain. Figure
Figure 77 shows a plot of sensor output
intensity versus applied voltage to the
the EO
EO modulator
modulator using
using the
the lowbirefringence fiber.
low-birefringence
30
Intensity vs Applied bias for
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using
thethe
low-birefringence
fiber fiber
with no
feedback
to the EO
7.Intensity
Intensityvsvsstrain
strain
using
low -birefringence
with
no feedback
to the
EO modulator.
modulator.
As
device isis able
able to
to rotate
rotate the
theinput
inputpolarization
polarization through
As can
can be seen, the EO device
birefringence fiber,
fiber,
through one
one fringe
fringe of
ofthe
thelowlow-birefringence
which
12,000 microstrain. In order to
to maintain
maintain quadrature
quadrature and obtain meaningful
meaningful strain
strain readings,
which is equivalent to 12,000
readings, the
the loop
loop
was closed and the cantilevered beam was subject to different
different loads.
loads. Figure 88 shows
shows how
how the
the sensor
sensor output
outputintensity
intensity was
was
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kept at quadrature while Figure 9 is a plot of the applied bias to the EO modulator in order to preserve
preserve phase
phase quadrature
quadrature for
for
the low-birefringence
low- birefringencefiber
fibersensor.
sensor. As
As can
can be
be seen
seen from
from the data,the active phase tracking performed as expected;
expected; the
the signal
signal to
to
the EO modulator was indeed a linear function of strain.
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fiber

Figures 10 and 11
11 are similar to those
those of
of 88 and
and 99 but
butfor
forthe
thehigh
high-birefringence
-birefringence fiber.
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SMA ACTUATOR
ACTUATOR INVESTIGATIONS
INVESTIGATIONS
3. SMA

Actuating devices for smart structures are a very important
important issue because levels of
of authority
authority from
from the
the devices
devices must
mustbe
be great
great
enough to achieve performance goals and thus damp structural vibrations. At the same time, the device and its control lines,
when embedded in the structure, must be small enough so that structural integrity isis not
not compromised.
compromised. This
This isis particularly
particularly
critical
trade-offs,
critical for composite materials. These trade
-offs, along
along with
withothers,
others,present
present aa challenging
challenging task
task to select appropriate devices
devices
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system requirements. There are a number of devices
devices that offer
offer much
much promise
promise in that they are small,
that meet all system
lightweight, and yield high levels of authority to damp structural
structural vibrations
vibrations when
when embedded
embedded in
in composite
composite materials.
materials. One
One
lightweight,
promising type that can be embedded in composite materials is memory
memory metal
metal alloy
alloy strands with optically controlled
activation.

actually
SMA actually
An SMA
of a compound into kinetic energy by the martensitic transformation. An
SMAs convert the thermal energy of
"remembers" the shape in which it was annealed. This can be any shape, straight or curved. When the SMA is heated, it tries
to remake that shape if possible, creating unusually large and usable forces in the process. There a number of alloys that
exhibit the shape-memory
shape -memoryeffect,
effect,but
but one
one of
of the
the most
mostpopular
popular isisNITINOL,
NITINOL,which
which isis aaproduct
product of
of Innovative
Innovative Technology
Technology
within 11°C
to within
set to
be set
can be
memory can
shape memory
the shape
activate the
to activate
°C of the desired temperature,
temperature to
International. The transition temperature
and potential hysteresis in phase transition between heating and cooling can be kept at less than 55°C.
°C. SMAs have been used
bang-bang-type
engines, bangheat engines,
connectors, heat
including connectors,
in a number of applications including
bang -type actuators,
actuators, and robot manipulators. Adaptive
SMAs
fiber-reinforced
laminated,fiber
SMAsininaalaminated,
usingSMAs
developed using
been developed
materials have also been
- reinforced composite.
composite. Adaptive materials using SMAs
have the
the capability
capability of changing their physical geometry or altering their physical
physical properties.
properties.
With the recent advances in control theory, SMA devices show much promise as an embedded, distributed actuator for smart
temperature
the temperature
causes the
that causes
structures.
structures. Because
Because they are activated through an induced temperature change, any control signal that
over the
the SMA transition
transition region
region can
can be
be used
used to
to modify
modify the
the SMA
SMA structure
structure and
and thus
thus the
the mechanical
mechanical characteristics
characteristics
to change over
of the surrounding material. The obvious way to change the temperature isis by passing an electrical current through the alloy
causing it to heat up. Researchers have typically used a dc electrical current passed through the devices to heat them through
the transition
transition temperature.
temperature. Unfortunately this technique, although
although itit seems
seems simple,
simple, has
has several
several significant disadvantages
disadvantages for
for
application and
and is
is very difficult to implement in a competent fashion.
fashion. Since
Since the
the resistance
resistance of
of SMA
SMA segments
segments is
is on
on the
the
our application
order of ohms, electrical activation requires that high current (large diameter) capacity wires and power sources be used,
which will degrade the structural integrity of the composite
composite and
and add
add to
to the
the system
system power
power and
and weight
weight requirements.
requirements. Because
Because of
of
their low resistance, there will be a significant power loss in any practical diameter connecting wires. This is very
significant if many SMA actuator segments are distributed over a complete
complete panel
panel or
or structure
structure because
because of the long
long lengths
lengths of
of
of a continuous strand must
interconnects required. It is also very difficult to configure arrays of actuators since each segment of
be independently driven without changing the other segments;
segments; this
this is
is difficult
difficult to
to do
do with
with conductive
conductive actuators using
using an
an
temperature
the temperature
temperature, the
on temperature,
dependent on
the resistivity isis dependent
since the
for control. Finally, since
electrical interconnection scheme for
the
control the
difficult toto control
more difficult
makes itit more
temperature. This makes
with temperature.
varies with
but varies
not constant, but
change produced by a unit voltage is not
temperature in a continuous, linear manner.
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Techniques.
DriveTechniques.
of Electrical
Figure 12
Many Disadvantages
Disadvantages of
Electrical Drive
SMA Overcomes Many
the SMA
ofthe
Activation of
OpticalActivation
12 Optical
Figure
To get around most of these problems, another approach involving optical activation techniques is under investigation at
F.I.T. In this method, a high-power
high -poweroptical
opticallight
lightpulse
pulsefrom
fromaalaser
laserdiode
diodeisisused
usedto
toilluminate
illuminate an
an SMA
SMA segment
segment as
as shown
shown
F.I.T.
transition
its transition
through its
material through
in Figure 12. The incident light absorbed is converted to thermal energy and thus heats the material
temperature, changing its properties. This technique overcomes the three main
main disadvantages
disadvantages of the electrical technique.
technique.
First, the optical beam can be routed to any desired actuator segment through embedded optical fibers much like those used
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for the sensor.
sensor. Since the optical fiber outside diameter is on the order of 100 microns, this minimizes the degradation in
composite strength
strength caused by the embedded control array. In addition, the problem of control/activation isolation between
SMA segments
segments is reduced because if separate fibers are used to illuminate different segments, there will be
be no
no optical
optical
crosstalk
crosstalk or
or other
other interaction.
interaction. Finally,
Finally, the
the optical
optical absorptivity
absorptivity isis not
not significantly
significantly dependent
dependent on
on temperature;
temperature; thus
thus the
the
amount of optical
optical power
power required
required to
to produce
produce an
an incremental
incremental temperature
temperature change
change isis constant.
constant. This
This greatly
greatly reduces
reduces the control
aspects of the problem.
The direction
direction of current
current and future research includes
1. Determining
Determining the optical,
optical, mechanical, and thermal properties of the NITINOL
NITINOL metal actuator strands. This will allow us
to determine the transfer function between input light pulse intensity, shape, and width, and its mechanical properties
and parameters.
2. Investigating
Investigating the optical fiber transmission technique including fiber power handling capability
capability and
and other
otherconstraints
constraints and
and
changes to the
the fiber propagation
propagation properties
properties when
when used
used in
in a power
power deliver
deliver mode.
mode.
3. Investigating
Investigating optical
optical power
power light
light sources,
sources, such
such as
as semiconductor
semiconductorlaser
laserdiodes
diodesthat
thatare
arenow
nowcommercially
commerciallyavailable
availableinin
units able to produce watts of continuous optical power, and optical switching techniques for
for routing
routing the
the energy
energy to
to
units
different actuator elements.
The basic
our Fiber
Fiber-Optic
basic feasibility of the optical activation concept has already been demonstrated in our
-Optic Sensor Systems
Laboratory. For this experiment, we illuminated a 1.5
1.5-cm
-cmsegment
segmentof
ofNITINOL
NITINOLwire
wirewith
withthe
the output
output of
of aa carbon
carbon dioxide
dioxide
laser. For this proof of concept experiment,
laser.
experiment, no effort was
was made
made to
to thermally
thermally isolate
isolate the
the SMA
SMA whose
whose total
total length
length was
was over
over
15
area; thus
thus aa much
much larger
larger
15 cm
cm long.
long. As
As aa result,
result, there was significant thermal conduction away from the illumination area;
optical power level was required than would be the case for small segments of SMA embedded inside a composite material.
The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 13.
13. As can be seen,
seen, the optical
optical power
power was
was able
able toto excite
excitethe
theNITINOL
NITINOLtoto
transition between states.
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Figure 13
13 Experimental results
results of
oflaser
laser activation
activation of
ofSMA
SMA at F.I.T. FO Sensor Systems
Systems Laboratory
Laboratory
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STRUCTURES
SMART STRUCTURES
FOR SMART
PROCESSORS FOR
NETWORK PROCESSORS
NEURAL NETWORK
4.
4. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL
fiber-optic
of the fiber
-optic strain
strain
The third major research area involves the investigation of neural network approaches for the analysis of
algorithms for SMA
SMA actuators.
actuators. Neural
Neural networks have
have been
been
sensor signals and the implementation of appropriate control algorithms
thus,
andthus,
speedsand
highspeeds
very high
and atatvery
precision and
high precision
with high
signals, with
speech signals,
as speech
such as
signals, such
of signals,
shown to process similar kinds of
seem logical candidates for this application.
networks
neural networks
Multi-layer
4.1.
-layer perceptron
perceptron neural
4.1. Multi
fiber-optic
of fiber
Our objective is to apply artificial neural networks to the problem of
-optic sensor
sensor output
output signal
signal analysis
analysis and
and structural
structural
the
as the
wellas
aswell
valueas
strain value
corresponding strain
time-varying
the timetakes the
control. The system takes
varying sensor output signals and calculates the corresponding
and analyzing
actuators. Artificial neural networks are especially good at detecting and
appropriate control signals for embedded actuators.
three-layer
ofaathree
structure of
The structure
fiber-optic
polarimetricfiber
bypolarimetric
producedby
typeproduced
the type
to the
similar to
signal patterns similar
-optic sensors. The
-layer perceptron
and
valueand
strainvalue
thestrain
calculates the
that calculates
network that
the network
to the
inputs to
the inputs
are the
outputs are
sensor outputs
The sensor
2. The
Figure 2.
network was illustrated in Figure
off-line
done off
training isis done
actuator control signals. The training
-line to
to verify
verify the
the architecture
architecture and
and calculate
calculate the
the optimum
optimum weights.
weights. At this
this
use.
ready toto use.
network isis ready
the network
and the
fixed and
point the weights are fixed
Results
sensor-Results
polarimetric sensor
low-bi
for low
4.2. Neural
-bi polarimetric
processor for
Neural processor
4.2.
two-layer
of modeling aa two
Preliminary results of
-layer back-propagation
back- propagationnetwork
networkfor
forsensor
sensorprocessing
processinghave
have been
been performed.
performed. The
The
has two
two inputs
inputs from
from the
the sensor
sensor peak
peak intensity
intensityand
andthe
theinstantaneous
instantaneoussensor
sensorintensity.
intensity.ItIthas
hasthree
threeoutputs
outputs network has
calculated strain and the change in length required for actuators 11 and 2 for the smart system discussed in Section 5 below.
low-birefringence
thelowfrom the
datafrom
with data
network with
the network
training the
After training
nodes. After
output nodes.
1, and 33 output
The network has eight nodes in layer 1,
birefringence
least-meantotalleast
thetotal
whenthe
performedwhen
wereperformed
Tests were
14. Tests
Figure 14.
in Figure
shown in
are shown
results are
The results
were run. The
polarimetric sensor, tests were
-meannon-optimized
preliminary, non
this preliminary,
from this
even from
seen even
be seen
can be
As can
880. As
squared (LMS) error was less than 880.
-optimized network, there was a
fairly close match between the target strain values and those calculated by the network.
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two-layer
the two
by the
calculated by
values calculated
Strain values
14. Strain
Figure 14.
-layer neural
neural
network (relative units)
We are continuing to optimize both the network and the training
training procedure
procedure to
to produce
produce results
results with
with 1.0%
1.0% accuracy.
accuracy. In
In
structure
smart structure
our smart
for our
addition to the strain calculations, the network also calculates required change in SMA lengths for
discussed in Section 5.1. In this case, the network calculated two changes in length for the SMA, one for the lower and one
for the upper segment. The results are shown in Figure 15 below. There is a good match between calculated and desired
values.
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Figure 15.
15. Actuator values calculated
calculated by the two
two layer neural network
network (relative
(relative values)
values)
4.3 Neural processor
processor for
for few
4.3
-mode sensor
-Results
few-mode
sensor—Results

One peculiarity of the few-mode
few -modesensor
sensorisisthat
that the
the sensor
sensor output
outputpattern
patternrotates
rotates with
with strain
strain after
after aa certain
certain strain level is
reached. Thus the processor must now act as pattern recognizer, associating an intensity pattern rotation angle with aa strain
reached.
value.
used aa three
three-layer
value. To look at this aspect of the processing, we used
-layer back-propagation
back -propagationneural
neuralnetwork
network model
model with 360 input
neurons,
neurons, 10
10 neurons
neurons in
in the
the first
first intermediate
intermediate layer,
layer, 55 neurons
neurons in
in the
the second
second intermediate
intermediate layer,
layer, and 8 output layer neurons.
neurons.
Back propagation
propagation was
was used to train the network to identify a series of 25 patterns (corresponding to 26 different
different rotation
rotation
angles)
angles) used to
to mimic
mimic the few-mode
few -modesensor
sensoroutput
output.The
Thelearning
learningrate
rate was
was set
set at
at 0.05
0.05 and
and the
the momentum was 0.9. The
motion
motion of
of the
the dual
dual lobe
lobe intensity
intensitypattern
pattern was
was modeled
modeledto
tobe
be two
twopatches
patchesof
of99pixels
pixelsrotating
rotatingabout
aboutthe
thecenter
centerof
ofaasensor
sensor
array as shown
shown in Figure 16. The input to the network
network was
was an
an array of
of binary pixels
pixels arranged
arranged in
in aa truncated
truncatedrectangular
array
rectangulararray
array
Excluded
|Input
Excluded Areas
nput Field
Field
(4 Places)
^
20X20
20X20

1

000'
000
000

1
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No Errors
Errors

OOO
000
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Rotation
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Pattern
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OQQ
Two Bit
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Errors

Figure 16.
16. Simulated
SimulatedFew
Few-mode
-mode Sensor
Pattern

ThreeBit
ThreeBlt
Errors
Errors

Figure 17.
17. Examples
Examples of
of single,double,
single .double,
Figure
and triple bit errors
and
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sensor array
array that
that could
could be
be used
used for
for detection
detection of
of the
the few
few-mode
This array thus models a CCD sensor
-mode sensor output. In addition to
testing the ability of the neural network to calculate the rotation angle, we looked at corruptions of
of the "lobe"
"lobe" pattern
pattern by
by
randomly
randomly switching
switching one
one or more of the 9 bits off, simulating a change in
in lobe size, or shape, as opposed to rotation angle.
This
This is illustrated in Figure 17.
We tested the accuracy
accuracy of determining the angle of rotation
rotation for 0,1,2,
0, 1, 2, and
and 33 bit
bit random
random errors
errors for
for all
all rotation
rotation angles.
angles. We
We
tested 99 one
one bit
bit error test patterns, 36 two bit error test patterns, and 84 three bit error test patterns. Each pattern was tested
at all 26 trained orientation
orientation positions to give 3,354 individual tests run.
run. The summary of error types and number encountered
follows.
follows. There were no errors in determining the angle for the 0 bit error case. The other cases had small percentage errors.
Table 1.
Summary of
of Error Percentages
Percentages
1. Summary
Input Pattern Errors

% Error of the Output Data
Date

0

0
1.7%
7.7%a
7.7
%a
19.0%b
19.0 %b

1

1

2

3
a 1.6%
1.6% were more than LSB errors.
errors,
b 5.2%
were more
more than
52% were
than LSB errors.

RESEARCH PLANS
PLANS
5 RESEARCH
5.1. Smart structures
structures
5.1.

In order to prove the feasibility of
of the
the smart
smart structure
structure components
components that
thatwe
weare
aredeveloping,
developing,aasystem
systemusing
usingsingle
single-fiber
-fiber
sensors
sensors and
and SMA actuators
actuators embedded in a composite material beam controlled by a neural processor will be fabricated and
experimentally demonstrated. This will provide not only a measure of the feasibility of the smart system concept and its
individual subsystems, but also provide a baseline from which to compare the theoretical models and algorithms developed
and identify areas for further work. The smart
smart structure
structure experimental
experimental concept
concept isis shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 18.
18.
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18. Proof
Proof-of-Concept
Figure 18.
-of- Concept Smart
Smart Structure
Structure Laboratory
Laboratory Experiment
epoxy fiberglass
fiberglass or
or graphite/epoxy
graphite/epoxy with
with embedded
embedded optical
optical fibers
The composite material will be epoxy
fibers near
nearthe
the top
topand
andbottom
bottom
surfaces.
surfaces. The
The beam
beam will
will be
be supported by a spring and wire connected
connected to
to both
both surfaces.
surfaces. In
In series
series with
with the
the spring
spring will
will be
be
segments
segments of SMA wire.
wire. As a force is applied to the free end of the beam, the optical fibers will sense the strain, and
and the
the
neural processor will calculate the strain and the appropriate control
control signal
signal to
to each
each of
of the
the SMA
SMA actuators
actuators to
to provide
provide aa
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compensating
compensating force.
force. Thus,
Thus, as
as the force is changed, the beam
beam will
will be
be controlled
controlled to
to remain
remain stationary
stationary.In
.In addition to the
embedded single fiber strain sensor, an array of electrical strain gauges
gauges will
will be
be mounted externally on the beam surface. The
strain
strain gauges
gauges will
will be
be connected to a multichannel strain gauge measurement system whose output is digitized and input to a
Macintosh IIx computer.
computer. The strain gauges will be used to assess the effectiveness
effectiveness of
of the embedded devices.
5.2. Aircraft
Aircraft flight
flight test
test of
of sensor
sensor system
system
5.2.
Anotherof
ofour
ourprojects
projects isis to
to develop
develop aa compact
compact and
and rugged
rugged strain
strain sensor
sensor system that is suitable
Mother
suitable for
for flight
flight testing.
testing. We plan
to implement a polarimetric
polarimetric sensor system
system using as many fiber components
components as
as possible.
possible. Thus we will use a pigtailed laser
diode connected to
to aa quarter
quarter wave
wave fiber whose
whose output is
is spliced
spliced to
to the
the sensing
sensing fiber.
fiber. At
At the
the other
other end
end of
of the
the system
system will
will be
be
and designed
spliced a polarizing fiber and photodiode. The breadboard system will be mounted on a rugged chassis and
designed to
to be
be
powered by aircraft power systems. The system will be incorporated into one of the aircraft owned
owned and
and operated
operated by
by the
the F.I.T.
F.I.T.
School of Aviation.
Aviation. Flight
Flight testing
testing will
will be
be performed
performed to
to monitor
monitor strain
strain and
and vibration
vibration at
at various
various aircraft
aircraft locations
locations near
near the
the
engine and in
in the wing struts and surfaces. We will also test the feasibility of determining static wing loads corresponding to
loading by ice and snow.
5.3. Concrete
Concrete structure
of sensor
sensor system
system
5.3.
structure test of
We also plan
plan to develop a strain
strain sensor system
system that is portable and
and rugged
rugged for
for measuring
measuring strain
strain in concrete structures.
structures. Since
the unit will be
be used
used at
at construction
construction sites
sites itit needs
needs to
to be
be packaged
packaged to
to withstand
withstand aa variety
variety of
of handling
handling and
and weather
weather
conditions.We will embed the fiber sensor into different concrete structures and monitor long and short term strain under
varying loads.
6.
SUMMARY
6. SUMMARY

We have been
and actuators. We
been investigating the basic components that make up a smart system; the sensors, processors, and
few-mode
demonstrated active
are developing polarimetric and few
-mode sensors
sensors and
and their
their required
required signal processing
processing systems.We have demonstrated
active
phase tracking with an electrooptic device for both low and high
-birefringencepolarimetric
polarimetric strain
strain sensors
sensors .. Additionally, we
high-birefringence
have designed,
designed , and demonstrated artificial neural processors that calculate strain values and actuator control signals from
from the
the
polarimetric and few-mode
few -modesensor
sensoroutput
outputintensities.We
intensities.Weplan
plantotointegrate
integratethese
thesecomponents
components into
into aa simple
simple smart
smart system,
system, and
and
aircraft and concrete structures
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